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Abstract 
Rare earth element and yttrium (REEY)
 
signatures in hydrothermal carbonate minerals are widely used 
proxies for studying hydrothermal mineralization. This review adopts a source-sink approach that 
synthesizes the current understanding of REEY mass transfer along the pathway of hydrothermal 
fluids. The merits of this process-centered approach are illustrated with representative examples, 
selected to disclose the interpretative possibilities and limitations of REEY studies on carbonates.  
The starting points for the source-sink approach are the major fluid reservoirs: seawater, magmatic 
water and meteoric water. The REEY are subsequently added or removed during fluid-rock interaction 
by mineral breakdown, alteration and precipitation. These reactions largely determine redox 
conditions, pH and the element composition in the resulting fluids. Efficient complexation at high 
temperatures critically enhances REEY solubility in hydrothermal fluids, while sorption along the 
pathway becomes increasingly irrelevant at higher temperatures. Chlorine and fluorine are light REE 
(LREE)-selective ligands, while hydroxide and carbonate are heavy REE (HREE)-selective. These 
ligands can significantly fractionate the REE if they are major species. Fractionation occurs both by 
selectively increasing the transport capacity along the pathway and by preferentially retaining certain 
REE during precipitation. Comparison of mineral solubilities indicates that monazite generally limits 
the REEY content along the fluid pathway. Coprecipitating phosphates are expected to significantly 
diminish REEY availability for hydrothermal carbonates. Nonetheless, the trivalent REEY are highly 
compatible in the calcite lattice, especially LREE. The incorporation of REEY during calcite 
precipitation is relatively insensitive to kinetics, and can show significant concentration variations on 
small scales. Post-depositional interaction with calcite-undersaturated fluids preferentially removes the 
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most fluid-mobile REEY from the unaltered precipitate, in the order: Eu
2+ 
>> LREE
3+
 > or < HREE
3+
 
>> Ce
4+
, with Y
3+ 
> or ≈ Ho3+, depending on the reaction conditions.  
The main processes that determine REEY signatures in hydrothermal carbonate minerals are 
summarized in a number of flow charts that allow backtracking of their REEY characteristics along 
the fluid pathway. Application of this approach to some representative examples illustrates that pattern 
shape and anomalies can provide useful information on hydrothermal processes and conditions. The 
process-centered approach is especially useful in multiphase systems, where interpretation of pattern 
shape and Ce, Eu and Y anomalies can be ambiguous, even when abundant information from other 
methods is available. Presently, there is no consensus on an explanation for the commonly observed 
strong LREE depletion in hydrothermal carbonates compared to crustal reservoirs. We speculate that 
REEY solubility control by strongly LREE-selective phosphates such as monazite and by carbonates 
along the pathway significantly contributes to this strong LREE depletion. Ultimately, the observed 
pattern shape and anomalies are a function of many superimposed processes, all of which should be 
considered, taking into account the constraints provided by other methods.  
Keywords: rare earth elements; hydrothermal; fractionation; carbonate minerals; calcite; dolomite 
1. Introduction 
The rare earth elements (REE) are a series of 15 lanthanoid elements that mostly form trivalent 
positive ions in hydrothermal fluids. Since the ionic radii decrease systematically across the lanthanide 
series, and certain ligands and minerals prefer smaller or larger ions, these ions are fractionated during 
hydrothermal transport. To a first approximation, this fractionation is governed by charge and radius 
controlled processes operating along the pathway of hydrothermal fluids (Möller, 1997). However, 
fractionation of the geochemical twins Y
3+
 and Ho
3+
 has shown that complexation with fluorine (Bau 
and Dulski, 1995), sorption to Fe-Mn oxyhydroxides (Bau and Dulski, 1999) and mineralogical 
control (Tanaka & Kawabe, 2006) can significantly fractionate ions with near-identical charge and 
radius in hydrothermal systems. In addition, cerium and europium can form tetravalent and divalent 
ions respectively, resulting in additional lanthanide fractionation, depending on redox state, 
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temperature and pH of the system (Bau & Möller, 1992). The resulting REE and Y (REEY) 
composition of hydrothermal precipitates is therefore a suitable proxy to identify certain processes 
operating prior, during and post mineralization of hydrothermal deposits. Hydrothermal carbonates are 
commonly used for such studies, since they are nearly ubiquitous hydrothermal minerals and can 
easily accommodate REEY in their mineral lattice (Zhong and Mucci, 1995; Tanaka and Kawabe, 
2006). However, backtracking of the effects of hydrothermal processes is complicated by limited 
constraints on the physicochemical conditions along the fluid pathway and superposition of different 
hydrothermal processes.  
 
We adopt a source-sink approach to synthesize the current understanding of REEY mass transfer in 
hydrothermal systems, focusing on the effects of individual hydrothermal processes. This system 
conveniently describes mass transfer along the pathway from the source to the precipitation area. 
Major -fluid reservoirs like meteoric water, seawater and magmatic water are considered as a starting 
point in this system (Fig. 1). Along its pathway towards the studied hydrothermal precipitates, the 
fluid can equilibrate with different rock types at changing physicochemical conditions. During 
equilibration with solid reservoirs, REEY are acquired or removed through mineral breakdown, 
mineral alteration, sorption and precipitation of supersaturated minerals, modifying the composition of 
the fluids. At the same time, wall rock hydration, boiling and phase separation can also modify the 
fluid composition (Bodnar et al., 1985), while complexation significantly increases the fluid‘s REEY 
transport capacities (Haas et al., 1995), and can also fractionate REEY (Migdisov et al., 2009). When 
hydrothermal minerals are precipitated, the REEY are distributed along the coprecipitating mineral 
phases, while the fluid retains part of the REEY in solution (Bau & Möller, 1992). Finally, post-
depositional remobilization can modify the REEY patterns.  
 
The process-centered approach is then summarized in a number of flow charts and applied to four case 
studies to demonstrate that it constitutes a convenient framework to interpret REEY signatures, and 
can expose some limitations of their interpretative potential. 
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2. Normalization options: implicit assumptions and pitfalls 
REEY patterns are often normalized over appropriate reference values and visualized in logarithmic 
plots, because order of magnitude differences in REEY concentrations are common in hydrothermal 
systems. Awareness of the differences between reference composition and the implicit assumptions 
associated with each of them is crucial to chose an appropriate reference composition and correctly 
interpret REEY data. The chosen reference compositions for hydrothermal precipitates are usually 
solid reservoirs, such as estimates of the upper crust composition or the primitive mantle composition 
(Fig. 2).  
Normalization allows to assess the deviation from the chosen reservoir and has the additional benefit 
of removing the Oddo-Harkins effect, a see-saw pattern owing to the differential stability of nuclei 
with odd and even atomic numbers during nucleosynthesis. The bigger difference in radius between 
Nd and Sm, with atom numbers 60 and 62 respectively, generally results in a stronger fractionation 
compared to neighboring REE. Although promethium with atom number 61 is currently extinct, its 
inclusion in REEY plots is therefore highly recommended, since this emphasizes deviations from 
charge-and-radius-controlled behavior. Several commonly used reference compositions are shown in 
Figure 2.  
Compared to the Upper Continental Crust (UCC), normalization over Post-Archean Average Shale 
(PAAS) results in slightly lower LREE/HREEN ratios, slightly less pronounced HREE depletions and, 
most importantly, higher Eu/EuN* values. The seawater composition is rarely used for normalization, 
although it is a sensible choice for marine carbonates, and could simplify interpretation considerably 
(e.g., Wang et al., 2014). The implicit assumption that the source area had a composition similar to the 
solid reference composition sometimes results in misleading concepts of REEY fractionation or 
anomalies. For instance, LREE enrichment in calcite with respect to the chondrite composition in 
crustal settings cannot be unequivocally attributed to calcite‘s LREE-selectivity if the composition of 
the parental fluids is not known. Moreover, the solid sources are likely LREE enriched compared to 
chondrite in crustal environments. This illustrates that the selection of the most appropriate reference 
values is best done in function of the specific research questions. 
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3. REEY inherited from major fluid reservoirs 
3.1 Meteoric water 
Initially, meteoric fluids are virtually devoid of dissolved ions, including REEY. As these fluids 
infiltrate sedimentary basins, meteoric waters incorporate REEY along with other ions, by dissolving 
undersaturated minerals. Since the REEY solubility is extremely low at ambient temperatures, mixing 
with meteoric water provides a potent precipitation mechanism (cf. Haas et al., 1995).  
 
3.2 Seawater  
Seawater can be approximated as a H2O-NaCl mixture, with minor SO4, Mg, Ca, K and HCO3 (Table 
1; Turekian, 1968). Evaporation can easily increase the NaCl content from 3.5 to 25 wt% before halite 
precipitates, even at ambient conditions. The presence of suitable ligands and interaction with the 
crustal rocks in a stationary equilibrium results in a REEY content that is orders of magnitude higher 
than in meteoric water, albeit still limited. Seawater typically contains ppt-levels of REEY, which is 
about 10
7
-10
6 
times
 
lower than
 
solid reservoirs (Fig. 3).  
 
The marine REEY signature is characterized by a relative HREE enrichment when normalized over 
crustal reservoirs (Fig. 3). In addition, oxic seawater exhibits pronounced negative Ce anomalies, 
generated by Ce
3+ 
sorption and subsequent, bacterially mediated oxidation (Moffett, 1990), or 
preferential sorption of tetravalent Ce to Fe- and Mn-oxides (Bau and Koschinsky, 2009). Similarly, 
the positive Y anomalies arise by conservative behavior compared to the lanthanoids during sorption 
to Fe-Mn oxides (Bau and Dulski, 1999). Seawater also has small positive La, Er and Gd anomalies 
when normalized over crustal compositions (e.g., Bau and Dulski, 1996; Kamber and Webb, 2001; 
Shields and Webb, 2004).  
 
3.3 Magmatic fluids 
The discrepancy in water content between saturated granite melts (4-8 wt.%) and solidified plutons 
(<1 wt.%), in combination with the size of typical granite plutons implies that enormous volumes of 
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aqueous fluids are released during the crystallization (Petford et al., 2000; Thomas and Davidson, 
2012; Yardley, 2013). Immiscible aqueous liquids are thus common in magmatic systems (cf. Veksler, 
2004).  In spite of their volumetric importance, little data is available about the REEY composition in 
natural aqueous fluids of magmatic origin, with the notable exception of Banks et al. (1994). High 
temperatures and ligand concentrations can easily result in ppm-level REEY concentrations in 
exsolved magmatic fluids. Experimental data indicates that aqueous fluids exsolving from 
monzogranites preferentially incorporate the LREE (Reed et al., 2000). The available REEY data on 
fluids with magmatic origin indicates a tendency towards LREE-enrichment compared to the crustal 
composition, sometimes with pronounced negative Eu anomalies (Fig. 4; Banks et al., 1994).  
4. Fluid-rock interaction 
When fluids interact with solid reservoirs, their composition, redox state and pH are largely controlled 
by fluid-mineral equilibria, leaving temperature and chlorinity as the main independent variables 
(Hanor, 1994; Yardley and Bodnar, 2014). For convenience, we define crustal fluids here as fluids 
whose composition was significantly altered from the seawater, meteoric water or magmatic fluid 
composition by fluid-rock interactions. This chapter gives an overview of the effect of fluid-rock 
interactions on the fluid composition, REEY sourcing during fluid-rock interactions, and the imposed 
constraints on the redox state of certain REEY. 
 
4.1 Fluid-mineral equilibria and physicochemical changes 
 
 
Fluid-rock interaction has a strong influence on REEY behavior in hydrothermal systems, as it 
controls the availability of REEY-transporting ligands, and determines the availability of elements that 
constitute common carbonate minerals (Ca, Mg, Fe, Mn and CO3). Most of these cations are major 
constituents in many crustal fluids, albeit less important than Na and K (Table 1). The abundance of 
Ca, Mg, Fe and Mn relative to the REEY in the fluid strongly influences the REEY content of 
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hydrothermal carbonate minerals, but also the availability of CO3 can limit the formation of carbonate 
minerals (e.g., Bau and Möller, 1992).  
 
Because Mg is generally compatible during fluid-mineral interaction, many crustal fluids are relatively 
Mg-poor (Eugster and Gunter, 1981). Black smoker fluids are an example of seawater-derived, Mg-
poor fluids that equilibrated with mafic oceanic crust (Table 1). Conversely, bittern brines that remain 
after NaCl deposition in evaporating seawater are strongly enriched in Mg (and K) compared to 
seawater (Carpenter et al., 1974). The concentration of transition metals such as Fe, Mn, Zn and Pb 
tends to increase as fluids interact with rocks at increasing temperature and chlorinity (Yardley, 2013).  
 
Crustal fluids are enriched in Ca compared to evaporated seawater of similar chlorinity (McCaffrey et 
al., 1987), except when they equilibrate with Ca-poor systems, such as evolved granites. Calcium 
enrichment mainly occurs by albitization of plagioclase or through interaction with carbonates, e.g., by 
dolomitization (Carpenter et al., 1974; Heijlen et al., 2001; Warren, 2006). Most naturally abundant 
anions form insoluble minerals with Ca such as fluorite (CaF2), calcite (CaCO3), anhydrite (CaSO4) 
and apatite (Ca5(PO4)3 (OH, F, Cl)). Consequently, Ca-release during fluid-rock interaction generally 
decreases the concentrations of these anions, and the fluid‘s anion content tends to approximate the 
chlorinity (Yardley and Bodnar, 2014).  
  
Carbon dioxide can be added to a fluid by decarbonation of carbonates (Eugster, 1981). It combines 
with water to form the carbonate anion and is completely soluble in pure H2O at temperatures above 
~250°C. However, NaCl commonly present in hydrothermal fluids inhibits H2O-CO2 mixing and 
extends immiscibility to higher temperatures and pressures (Diamond, 2003). The presence of an 
immiscible CO2 phase also constrains the fluid‘s pH, because of equilibrium reactions involving CO3, 
HCO3 and H2CO3, thereby governing the availability of OH for REEY complexation. 
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4.2 REEY sourcing during fluid-rock interactions 
The addition of REEY during fluid-rock interaction is one of the most elusive concepts in 
hydrothermal systems. As hydrothermal fluids move through the subsurface towards the deposition 
site, all interacting rocks along their pathway can source or remove REEY. In most cases, fluids with 
continuously evolving compositions interact with different rock types along their pathway, at varying 
pressure and temperatures. During fluid-rock interaction, dissolution of REEY-sourcing minerals is 
likely incongruent, and different minerals have different susceptibilities at the prevailing reaction 
conditions (Möller and Giese, 1997). Equilibration between the fluid and the available rock surface  
eventually results in a depleted zone or generates alteration products which form a protecting layer 
(Möller and Giese, 1997). 
Solubility studies can serve as a first approximation for the reactive REEY composition of 
polymineralic REE sources. Theoretically, leaching studies of representative polymineralic systems at 
a range of hydrothermal conditions would provide empirical constraints on silicate sourcing behavior. 
In practice, this is difficult to achieve and leaching studies measuring REEY release are relatively rare.  
The easily accessible REEY content was determined for a number of granites, gneisses and low-grade 
metasedimentary samples using a cation exchange resin to extract REEY at 70°C and pH ~3 (e.g., 
Möller et al., 1997a, 1997b, 2003, 2004). This generally resulted in upward-convex crust-normalized 
REEY patterns (Fig. 5). Similar patterns were also obtained with HCl and acetate leaching of 
sediments (Ohr et al., 1994), who suggested that such patterns are dominantly generated by apatite 
breakdown. The refractory nature of the HREE can be attributed to their containment in stable mineral 
phases, such as zircon (e.g., Lüders et al., 1993). Granite leachates generally show higher yields for 
HREE than LREE, with an abrupt increase at Sm (e.g., Möller et al., 1997b). Compared to fresh 
granites, weathered granites have higher yields for the HREE and similar to lower yields for the 
LREE, suggesting that the LREE are redistributed in more stable phases during weathering (Möller 
2003).  The Nd-Sm fractionation between leachates and whole rock appears to be more pronounced 
for granites than for metasedimentary samples (Fig. 5). Moreover, the results from Möller et al. 
(1997b) also indicate that Y and Ho are not significantly fractionated during leaching. Leaching 
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experiments on basalts at ambient conditions resulted in elemental yields that were inversely 
proportional to their partitioning ratio in the leached minerals (Shibata et al., 2006). This implies that 
bulk partition coefficients provide a first approximation for the yield of polymineralic systems.  
Reproducing the reactive source composition requires extensive knowledge of conditions, kinetics and 
mineral stabilities in complex polymineralic systems along the fluid pathway. For this reason, the 
aforementioned experiments are likely not representative for hydrothermal leaching conditions. 
Nonetheless, these experiments can give an indication of the expected REEY release by crustal rocks. 
 
4.3 REEY redox reactions in crustal fluids 
When fluids interact with the surrounding solid reservoirs, the reduction potential (Eh) is governed by 
mineral redox buffers such as the hematite-magnetite buffer (Fig. 6). Since oxidized species of Fe and 
Mn are fluid-immobile, S and C species are likely the main mobile redox agents in fluids and redox 
reactions with H2O are common (e.g., Yardley and Bodnar, 2014). In natural aqueous environments 
REE redox reactions are limited to Eu and Ce (Bau and Möller, 1992). Significant Yb anomalies are 
not known in hydrothermal deposits, placing a lower bound on fO2(T) in hydrothermal environments 
(Fig. 6; Bau and Möller, 1992). The redox reactions are dependent on temperature, pH, REEY 
speciation and pressure. Bau and Möller (1992) wrote the redox reactions for Eu as alkaline (1) and Ce 
in acidic (4) reactions respectively, but their corresponding reactions can also be considered: 
 
(1) 2 Eu
3 +
 2 OH
-
 = 2 Eu
2+
 + H2O + 0.5 O2 
(2) 2 Eu
3 +
 + H2O = 2 Eu
2+
 + 2 H
+
 + 0.5 O2 
 
(3) 2 Ce 
3+
 + 6 OH
-
 + 0.5 O2 = 2 CeO2 + 3 H2O 
(4) 2 Ce 
3+
 + 3 H2O + 0.5 O2 = 2 CeO2 + 6 H
+
 
 
The aforementioned reactions show that both redox reactions have a strong pH dependence, especially 
Ce oxidation. Nonetheless, tetravalent Ce is generally limited to oxidizing sub-aerial environments 
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(Bau and Möller, 1992). When the oxygen fugacity is buffered by hematite-magnetite, Eu
3+
 is 
thermochemically reduced at temperatures above ~200°C (Fig. 6; Bau and Möller, 1992). Higher pH 
values reduce the stability fields of Ce
4+
 and Eu
2+
, implying that the reduction of Eu occurs at higher 
temperatures. At temperatures above 250°C, Eu
2+
 is expected to dominate in aqueous fluids 
(Sverjensky, 1984). Importantly, Eu anomalies generated in hydrothermal conditions can be preserved 
in low-temperature precipitates wherein Eu is trivalent (Bau et al., 2010). 
 
Eu and Ce anomalies are commonly expressed in the following form: 
(5)      
 
(6)     
 
The subscript N indicates the normalization over the chosen reference values. Eu* and Ce* are the 
expected concentration based on the interpolation between the concentrations of the neighboring REE. 
Ratios (5) and (6) above and below unity are termed positive and negative anomalies, respectively. 
Ce anomalies in hydrothermal precipitates are either inherited from marine waters or generated during 
post-depositional remobilization at near-surface conditions (Bau and Dulski, 1996). In such 
conditions, Eu is normally trivalent, and therefore Eu and Ce cannot be generated simultaneously (Bau 
and Möller, 1992). Backwards extrapolation from Sm, Nd and Pr reveals anomalously high La 
concentrations in modern seawater (e.g., Bau and Dulski, 1996). Such positive La anomalies result in 
‗apparent‘ negative Ce anomalies using equation (6). Bau and Dulski (1996) designed the Ce/Ce*-
Pr/Pr* plot to resolve this. This plot can distinguish between La and Ce anomalies, since Pr*, 
interpolated between Ce and Nd, is only affected by anomalous Ce concentrations.  
 
* 0.5( )
N N
N N N
Eu Eu
Eu Sm Gd


* 0.5(La Pr )
N N
N N N
Ce Ce
Ce


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5. Complexation 
5.1 REEY transport capacity increases 
At ambient temperatures, lanthanide ions form complexes with the dipolar water molecules, 
generating a hydration sphere. These hydration spheres shield the lanthanides from complexing with 
anionic species and free aqueous species dominate, reducing complexation with stronger ligands (Haas 
et al., 1995). Nonetheless, strong REEY ligands such as CO3
2- 
and PO4
3-
 can dominate REEY 
speciation when these are abundant, for instance in seawater (e.g., Haas et al., 1995; Lee and Byrne, 
1992).  
With increasing temperature, hydration becomes energetically less favorable, the coordination number 
of aquo-complexes decreases and shielding by aqueous ligands is consequently less effective (e.g., 
Haas et al., 1995; van Sijl et al., 2009). Complexation with anionic ligands then results in 
progressively higher REEY solubilities (e.g., Haas et al., 1995). The hard-soft acid-base principles of 
Pearson (1963) predict that the small, highly charged REE
3+
 ions form strong bonds with hard ligands 
such as OH
-
, F
-
, CO3
2-
 and SO4
2-
, thereby replacing one or more H2O molecules in the hydration 
sphere. Stable trong complexes also have low solubilities (Pearson, 1963), which limits their transport 
capacities. In the context of hydrothermal REEY deposits, this favors ligands with intermediate bond 
strengths, such as Cl(Migdisov and Williams-Jones, 2014). Furthermore, hard ligands are sometimes 
not completely dissociated at low pH conditions in some natural systems, further reducing their 
availability for REEY complexation.  
 
Experimental results at ambient conditions were extrapolated to hydrothermal or magmatic conditions 
up to 0.5 GPa and 1000 °C using the revised Helgeson Kirkham Flower (HKF) equation (Haas et al., 
1995; Wood, 1990b). Their results confirm that the temperature increase causes a significant increase 
in stability constants with most hard ligands (e.g., OH
-
, CO3
2-
, PO4
3-
 and SO4
2-
), counteracted by a less 
pronounced effect from the pressure increase. Speciation is also strongly pH dependent and hydroxide 
complexes tend to dominate in alkaline conditions. Moreover, weak acids like HF, H2CO3, H3PO4 and 
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H2SO4 are not significantly dissociated at acid conditions, with profound implications for REE 
transport.  
 
Furthermore, experimental studies indicate that earlier HKF-based extrapolations overestimate the 
stability of the F and OH complexes and underestimate the increase in stability of the SO4 complexes 
at higher temperatures (Migdisov and Williams-Jones, 2007; Migdisov et al., 2008, 2009; Wood et al., 
2002). Although REE-F species are still three to four orders of magnitude more stable than REE-Cl at 
hydrothermal conditions, they are insoluble over a wide pH range, decreasing their potential as REE 
mobilizing ligands (Migdisov and Williams-Jones, 2014; Williams-Jones et al., 2012). Hydroxides 
also form extremely stable but insoluble complexes with REE at typical hydrothermal conditions 
(Migdisov and Williams-Jones, 2014). Nonetheless, speciation calculations indicate that REE-
hydroxide species can dominate, even in fluids with pH as low as 3 (e.g., Pourtier et al., 2010). 
Carbonate and phosphate are expected to form stable, insoluble complexes with the REE at 
hydrothermal conditions (Haas et al., 1995; Wood, 1990b). The extremely low solubility of REE-PO4 
minerals is thought to limit the REE content in the fluid (Poitrasson et al., 2004; Wood, 2004; see 
section 8), while the hydrothermal behavior of REE-carbonates species is not yet verified 
experimentally at this moment.  
 
Recent experimental studies show that the REE form unexpectedly strong complexes with Cl, a ligand 
of intermediate strength (e.g., Gammons, 1996; Migdisov and Williams-Jones, 2002). Moreover, 
chlorine is by far the most abundant anion in many hydrothermal systems (Table 1). Consequently, 
speciation calculations for ocean-floor vents indicate that REE-Cl species dominate, even if the 
underestimated stability constants are used (e.g., Bach et al., 2003; Douville et al., 1999). Furthermore, 
the strong acid HCl is fully dissociated at low pH and REE-Cl complexes are highly soluble. 
Therefore, Cl is likely the main REEY transporting ligand in REEY ore-forming hydrothermal 
systems (e.g., Haas et al., 1995), although SO4 and F can be important too (Migdisov and Williams-
Jones, 2014).  
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Differences between experimental and theoretical values may result in solubility estimates varying 
over orders of magnitude (Table 2; Poitrasson et al., 2004). This illustrates that REEY speciation is 
highly sensitive to the values of the stability constants and highlights the necessity for an accurate 
experimental framework of stability constants to further calibrate thermodynamic parameters and 
allow speciation calculations for each specific hydrothermal environment.  
 
 
5.2 Complexation-driven REEY fractionation 
The lanthanide-ligand interactions are mostly ionic with a minor covalent component (e.g., Adamo 
and Maldivi, 1997) and thus follow Coulomb‘s law. The electrostatic attraction is thus proportional to 
the charge of ions and inversely proportional to the ionic radius squared. Both Coulomb‘s law and 
density functional theory (DFT) computations predict higher stability of complexes with the smaller 
HREE ions, both at ambient and at high pressures-high temperature conditions (e.g., van Sijl et al., 
2009). These calculations also indicate that the strength of the lanthanide-ligand bond and its length 
vary with the geometry and coordination number of hydration sphere. This geometry is different 
across the lanthanide series and the coordination numbers decrease with increasing temperatures (van 
Sijl et al., 2009).  
 
At ambient conditions, the largest lanthanides (La-Nd) are dominantly hydrated by 9 H2O molecules 
arranged as tri-capped trigonal prisms. Ions smaller than Sm are then surrounded by 8 H2O molecules 
in square antiprismatic structures, while Sm and Gd exhibit intermediate behavior (Van Sijl et al., 
2009). This study illustrates the crucial role of the local environment during complexation. For 
instance, the dielectric constant of a solvent, a measure for the long-range perturbation of the solvent 
by charged species, may be insufficient to explain complexation systematics (van Sijl et al., 2009). In 
practical terms, this implies that activity models based on a bulk property like a dielectric constant, 
such as the (extended) Debeye-Hückel equation, the Pitzer equations, and the HKF model may not be 
fully adequate. 
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The theoretical extrapolations from Haas et al. (1995) indicate that hydroxides have a relatively small 
preference for HREE, but this has not been confirmed experimentally. The available theoretical and 
experimental framework suggests that sulfate complexes have no major preference for either LREE or 
HREE (Schijf and Byrne, 2004). Carbonate complexes are strongly HREE selective at ambient 
conditions (Lee and Byrne, 1992), and this tendency persists at higher temperatures (Tsay et al., 2014). 
Similarly, the theoretically predicted HREE-preference from fluorides (e.g., Haas et al., 1995) is 
contradicted by experimental studies, which indicate that LREE-F complexes are significantly more 
stable than HREE-F complexes (Migdisov et al., 2009). Certain hydrothermal vents (Douville et al., 
1999) and experimental fluids (Allen and Seyfried, 2005) suggested LREE-selectivity for chloride. 
However, no LREE-selectivity was predicted (Haas et al., 1995) and speciation studies did not 
demonstrate any LREE preference within the experimental uncertainties (Gammons, 1996). However, 
more recent speciation studies confirmed a LREE-preference for chloride, provoking a change of 
REEY parameters in the HKF model (Mayanovic et al., 2009; Migdisov et al., 2009).  
The LREE preference from Cl and F indicates that the increasing strength of the ionic bond for ions 
with smaller radii is counteracted by a stronger effect. Synchrotron X-ray absorption spectrometry 
suggests that this is due to steric hindrance, i.e., spatial hindrance from other atoms or electron clouds 
(Mayanovic et al., 2009). In combination with lanthanide contraction, steric hindrance causes a 
reduction in chloride coordination of REE
3+
-chloroaquo complexes from LREE to HREE (e.g., 
Mayanovic et al., 2009). The presence or absence of steric hindrance for the smaller F ligand has not 
yet been investigated. Although the steric hindrance can account for the higher LREE coordination 
numbers, it does not explain the increased stability constant for the first complex (cf. Migdisov et al., 
2009).  
At ambient conditions, the experimentally determined stability of mono-fluoro complexes decreases 
from Y≈Lu > Ho > La (Walker and Choppin, 1967). Such complexation-driven REE-Y fractionation 
is confirmed for natural fluorites precipitating from medium temperature (100-185°C) hydrothermal 
fluids, which have elevated Y/Ho mass ratios around 75, up to 200 (Bau and Dulski, 1995). Since Y is 
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equally mobile as its geochemical twin Ho during silicate leaching experiments, these Y/Ho anomalies 
are acquired during complexation-driven fractionation (Bau and Dulski, 1995; Möller et al., 1997a). 
Although Y-Ho ratios are often elevated in hydrothermal calcites, extremely high ratios are usually not 
observed, even where the total REE content correlates with the F concentrations in fluid inclusions 
(Kučera et al., 2009). 
Divalent Eu has a radius comparable to Sr
2+
 (Shannon, 1976), indicating a high aqueous solubility. 
Moreover, hydrothermal fluids reacting with peridotites at 400°C and 0.5GPa acquire pronounced 
positive Eu anomalies upon Cl addition (Allen and Seyfried, 2005). This indicates that Cl addition 
significantly increases Eu
2+
 solubility, implying that it forms significantly more stable complexes with 
Cl relative to the trivalent REEY. This confirms the theoretical predictions from Haas et al. (1995), 
and implies that complexation-driven fractionation is the main factor generating pronounced positive 
Eu anomalies in ocean-floor hydrothermal vent fluids (e.g., Craddock et al., 2010). 
6. Sorption  
6.1 Sorption along the pathway: REEY sink? 
Surface complexation, better known as sorption decreases the fluids REEY content as sorbed ions are 
lost from the fluid. Because sorption decreases with increasing temperature, complexation is expected 
to prevail at high-temperature hydrothermal conditions (Bau, 1991). Even at lower temperatures, 
sorption is strongly modified by complexation, because REEY have strong tendencies to form 
complexes (e.g., Haas et al. 1995). For instance, sorption at ambient conditions is governed by the 
presence of carbonate complexes (e.g., Byrne and Kim, 1990; Quinn et al., 2006). Adding low 
amounts of carbonates results in a sorption of REEY-CO3
+
 complexes in addition to M
3+
 species. At 
higher carbonate concentrations, sorption decreases due to REEY retention in the fluid by carbonate 
complexes. REEY sorption in natural systems is difficult to quantify due to the mineralogical 
complexity of natural rocks (e.g., Tertre et al., 2008). Moreover, sorption depends on mutually 
dependent parameters such as sorption site density, sorbent speciation and the mineral surface 
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potential (Tertre et al., 2008). Sorption experiments at ambient conditions show that sorption increases 
strongly with decreasing ionic strength between 0.5 and 0.025 M (Tertre et al., 2008).  
6.2 Sorption effects on REEY fractionation 
Like complexation, sorption is mostly an electrostatic process governed by Coulomb‘s law and is 
expected to be more efficient for the smaller heavy REE. This would then result in LREE enrichment 
in sorption-dominated systems, while HREE enrichment is expected in complexation-dominated 
systems (Bau, 1991). Experimentally, sorption to various surfaces generally resulted in HREE 
enrichments in seawater-like fluids, and this was attributed to complexation-driven fractionation (e.g., 
Byrne and Kim, 1990). When this complexation-driven fractionation was taken into account, sorption 
by iron oxides at a wide range of pH (4-9) and ionic strength (0-0.7M) conditions indicate no 
significant preference for either LREE or HREE in absence of complexation-driven fractionation 
(Quinn et al., 2006b). These results suggest that REE
3+
 fractionation by fluid complexes tends to 
dominate fractionation by surface complexation.  
Experimental results in NaCl-H2O system confirm a strong influence of complexation on sorption 
behavior (Jordan et al., 2011). They attribute a linearly increasing absorption free energy with 
increasing atom number to the increasing covalent binding properties for the HREE (e.g., Adamo and 
Maldivi, 1997). The latter resulted in a larger proportion of M-Cl
 
complexes at these ambient 
conditions. Sorption of these M-Cl complexes then increases sorption efficiency. The combined effect 
of sorption and complexation generally results in increasing HREE/LREE and Y/Ho ratios in ambient 
and hydrothermal seawater (e.g., Möller et al., 1991).  
7. Rayleigh fractionation of minerals 
Except for chloride, the main hydrothermal REEY ligands (F, CO3, PO4 and SO4) form relatively 
insoluble compounds, thus limiting the fluid‘s REEY transport capabilities (e.g., Williams-Jones et al., 
2012). Apart from some REEY ore-forming LREE rich hydrothermal systems (e.g., Smith et al., 
2000), LREE-depleted signatures appear to be common in many hydrothermal systems and suggest 
Rayleigh fractionation of a LREE-selective mineral (e.g., Bau and Möller, 1992). The LREE-selective 
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monazite (REE-PO4) has the lowest solubility product of all simple REEY compounds in pure water 
(Poitrasson et al., 2004; Yurimoto et al., 1990). Since monazite is a common mineral in the upper 
crust, it likely limits REEY concentrations in many hydrothermal systems (Byrne and Kim, 1993; 
Poitrasson et al., 2004; Wood, 2004).  
Monazite solubility has been studied in H2O±NaCl fluids at conditions ranging from hydrothermal to 
high pressure-high temperature conditions characteristic for subduction zones (Table 3). Monazite 
dissolution is retrograde in acid fluids between 21 and 300°C, as a result of displacement of the 
solubility curve towards lower pH with increasing temperature (Poitrasson et al., 2004). In neutral to 
alkaline H2O ± NaCl fluids between 21 and 800°C, solubility is prograde and temperature increase has 
a strong positive effect on monazite solubility (Pourtier et al., 2010), while pressure increase has a 
relatively weak positive effect (Gibert and Montel, 1996; Pourtier et al., 2010). Tropper et al. (2011) 
found that NaCl addition increases monazite solubility to a much larger extent than pressure, where 
REE-chlorides are major species. This effect was much stronger for Ce (factor 223 at 0.5 XNaCl) than 
for Y (factor 18 at 0.5 XNaCl), where increasing Na yielded diminishing returns. This was attributed to 
mixed complexation with OH and Cl for the HREE and is consistent with the higher stability constants 
of the LREE-Cl complexes (e.g., Migdisov et al., 2009). However, Pourtier et al. (2010) observe no 
effect of NaCl addition and infer that REE-Cl complexes are negligible at their experimental 
conditions. The experiments from Pourtier et al. (2010) in turn indicate that extrapolations of 
experiments at pH 2 (Poitrasson et al., 2004) underestimate monazite solubility in the higher pH range. 
High monazite solubility at neutral to alkaline pH is confirmed at higher temperatures and pressures 
(800°C, 1 GPa; Tropper et al., 2011). Possible reasons for the discrepancies between the experimental 
studies are discussed in depth by Pourtier et al. (2010). From this discussion, it is clear that the 
discrepancies between the experimental studies are largely related to the uncertainties associated with 
the speciation calculations, phosphate species in particular, and activity models. 
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8. Mineralogical control by carbonates 
The two most common carbonates, calcite (CaCO3) and dolomite (CaMg(CO3)2) form ‗gangue 
minerals‘ associated with a variety of hydrothermal ore minerals and commonly incorporate trace 
amounts of REE. Consequently, carbonates are among the most widely studied REEY repositories 
(e.g., Banner et al., 1988; Bau and Möller, 1992; Wagner et al., 2010). Experimental partitioning data 
is only available for calcite. Therefore, this section first discusses the factors controlling REEY uptake 
by calcite, before summarizing the current state of knowledge of mineralogical control by other 
carbonate minerals.  
 
8.1 REEY partitioning 
Calcite precipitates from the fluid according to reactions (5) and (6) (Bau and Möller, 1992). These 
reactions illustrate that calcite precipitation increases the solubility of calcite by H
+
-production, 
implying incremental calcite precipitation (Bau and Möller, 1992).  
 
(5)    Ca
2+
 + CO2 + H2O CaCO3 + 2H
+
  (open system, CO2 replenished) 
(6)    Ca
2+
 + HCO3
-
  CaCO3 + H
+  
(closed system) 
 
The partitioning of trace elements in minerals precipitation from a fluid is governed by equation (7) 
(Doerner and Hoskins, 1925). However, experimental results show that REEY coprecipitation 
decreases with increasing ligand concentration (Matsui, 1966). This indicates that only free ions or 
weakly complexated REEY are coprecipitated (Bau and Möller, 1992; Terakado and Masuda, 1988). 
If the REEY in the fluids form stable complexes REEXj, the Doerner-Hoskins equation can then be 
written as (Bau and Möller, 1992):   
 
(7)    
0
2
([ ] / (1 K [X] ))( )
( ) [ ]
j
i iji
L REEYd REEY
d Ca Ca 



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Where L0 is the distribution ratio for the i-th REEY element that is considered (La, Pr,…, Lu)  and 
Kij[X
j
]) is the product between the stability constants this element and the concentration of free anions 
j [X
j
]. Dividing by factor (1 + ∑Kij[X
j
]) adjusts the total concentration of the element [REEYi], so that 
only free or weakly bound species are taken into account. When complexes have differential stability 
for light and heavy REE, this can lead to REEY fractionation. For instance, when [Ca] is the limiting 
factor during calcite precipitation, the precipitating calcite will be depleted in HREE with respect to 
the fluid (Bau and Möller, 1992). Because it is impractical to obtain instantaneous fluid concentrations 
and change rates, the Doerner-Hoskins equation is often integrated (e.g., Zhong and Mucci, 1995). 
 
The partitioning ratio depends on the reaction rate according to (Chernov, 1980): 
0 0 .( )
sD
R h
D D st DK K K K e

    
 
Where KD
0 
is the equilibrium partition ratio, Kst the partition ratio during the growth step, DS the 
diffusion coefficient of the trace element in the crystal, R the linear growth rate and h the height of the 
growth step. The equation from Chernov (1980) takes into account the diffuse relaxation in crystal, but 
not in the fluid boundary layer. When crystal growth is fast or fluid replenishment is low, the supply of 
trace elements is often diffusion-controlled and trace elements are incorporated at the ratio of their 
diffusion coefficients in the fluid, which is normally close to unity (Fig. 7; Lakshtanov and Stipp, 
2004; Möller et al., 1991; Wang and Xu, 2001). Experimental results from Zhong and Mucci (1995) 
indeed indicate rapid initial REEY uptake, followed by slower uptake. Nonetheless, partition ratios 
were found to be largely independent of precipitation rate, and this has been attributed to similar 
values of Kst and KD
0
 (Lakshtanov and Stipp, 2004). Finally, both experimental practice and natural 
systems illustrate that absolute REE concentrations in carbonates can be highly heterogeneous, with 
order of magnitude concentration variations on scales of 100 μm (Kontak and Jackson, 1995, 1999; 
Barker and Cox, 2011). 
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8.2 REEY partition ratios for calcite: no consensus, but highly compatible  
Terakado and Masuda (1988) determined REE partition ratios with free drift experiments and reported 
apparent REE partition ratios between 2.5 and 10. Both the partition ratios and REE selectivity were 
dependent on the initial fluid‘s REE content. However, the application of free drift experiments to 
natural systems is limited because they allow for varying solution composition with variable and 
extremely fast growth rates, resulting in diffuse relaxation (Zhong and Mucci, 1995). Another problem 
with precipitation experiments is that the metastable calcite polymorph vaterite tends to precipitate and 
persist at low temperatures (Tsuno et al., 2002). 
 
Controlled calcite precipitation from REE-rich artificial seawater resulted in much higher partition 
ratios between >10³ and 10² with a systematic decrease from the LREE to the HREE (Zhong and 
Mucci, 1995). The calculated LREE partition ratios are on average an order of magnitude higher than 
the HREE ratios. LREE partition ratios exhibit a strong positive concentration dependency at 
concentrations between 1 and 10 ppm. This concentration dependency was attributed to increased 
competition for crystal sites at higher concentrations, with increasing preference for the better-fitting 
LREE. Finally, Tb, Dy and Gd showed anomalous partition ratios with respect to the neighboring REE 
in the lower part of the studied concentration range.  
 
The results from Zhong & Mucci (1995) likely reflect the preferential HREE retention by aqueous 
REE-CO3 complexes (cf. Bau and Möller, 1992). Therefore, Tanaka and Kawabe (2006) reported 
partition ratios with respect to the aqueous REE-CO3 species in their controlled precipitation 
experiments. Their results show upward convex partition ratios centered on Eu with convex tetrad 
patterns. With the exception of KD(La), the LREE partition ratios are higher than those of the HREE, 
with a trend break at Sm-Gd. The pattern break at Sm-Gd could be related to a difference in local 
coordination geometry with a transition from sevenfold to sixfold coordination (Elzinga et al., 2002; 
Tanaka et al., 2004, 2009). Their results also indicate considerable variability in REE incorporation, 
even under stable conditions, as between run estimates differ up to a factor 8. Compared to Zhong and 
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Mucci, (1995), the KD values are 5 times higher for the LREE and >10 times for the HREE, resulting 
in a more gradual decrease in HREE compatibility. The LREE-selectively is thus far less pronounced 
than indicated by Zhong and Mucci (1995), even if their data is corrected for carbonate complexation.  
 
Both Zhong and Mucci (1995) and Tanaka and Kawabe (2006) assume charge-balanced substitution 
with Na, based on a positive correlation between ∑REE and Na partition ratios. In the model from 
Zhong and Mucci (1995), competition between Ca
2+
 and REECO3
+
 is followed by competition of 
charge compensating REECO3
+
 or Na
+
 ions for the adjacent sites. However, Na incorporation in 
calcite correlates with the number of crystal defects, and does not follow the Berthelot-Nernst 
distribution law (Busenberg and Plummer, 1985). Moreover, coupled substitution with Na
+
 and OH
-
 is 
inconsistent with the observed proportionalities between aqueous Eu
3+
 and the cation mole fractions in 
calcite from both experimental and natural calcites (Curti et al., 2005; Lakshtanov and Stipp, 2004). 
For this reason, Lakshtanov and Stipp (2004) propose a solid solution between Eu2(x)(CO3)3 and 
CaCO3, as long as the incorporated Eu atoms are fewer in number than the intrinsic crystal defects. In 
the latter case, a different proportionality results, since Eu then controls the amount of defects.  
Local charge balance would require the presence of vacant octahedral sites adjacent to Eu
3+
, which is 
not supported by extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) data (Elzinga et al., 2002). While 
satisfactory fits can be obtained for normal Ca-sites with 6-fold coordination (Withers et al., 2003), 
slightly longer bond lengths are found for Sm
3+
 and Nd
3+
, although both ions are smaller than Ca
2+
. 
The slight differences could be attributed to a 7-fold coordination in modified Ca-site, following 
bidentate REE-CO3 bonding (Elzinga et al., 2002). Experimental data from Curti et al. (2005) 
provoked an alternative explanation, involving a mixture between two Eu species with 6-fold and 9-
fold coordination respectively. Their results also suggest a crucial role of speciation during REE 
sequestration. The latter is also supported by data from natural calcites precipitated at low 
temperatures (Maskenskaya et al., 2015).  
 
From the discussion above, it can be concluded that the currently available partition ratios are 
applicable in a limited range of conditions. In natural systems, similarities in REEY patterns between 
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calcites and thermal waters (Göb et al., 2013) indicate that mineralogical control can be negligible in 
some cases. While the exact incorporation mechanism remains uncertain, all studies agree that the 
trivalent REEY are highly compatible in calcite, resulting in an enrichment with respect to the fluid.  
 
8.3 Eu2+-Eu3+ and Y-Ho fractionation by calcite 
While the compatibility of divalent Eu in calcite has not been determined experimentally, its ionic 
radius of 117 pm is similar to strontium‘s radius of 118 pm , (Shannon, 1976). Because both ions are 
larger than Ca
2+
, Bau (1991) predicted that divalent Eu would be rejected by the calcite mineral lattice. 
Distribution ratios for Sr between calcite and hydrothermal fluids have been determined 
experimentally and increase from 0.04 to 0.06 between 40 and 200°C (Malone and Baker, 1999). 
Interestingly, theoretical predictions based on linear regression of Gibbs free energies and ionic radii 
predict that Sr
2+
 compatibility is one order of magnitude higher than observed, albeit still incompatible 
(Wang and Xu, 2001). Nonetheless, if Sr
2+
 is a good geochemical analog for divalent Eu, the partition 
ratio of divalent Eu is likely much lower than those of the highly compatible trivalent REEY. 
 
Controlled precipitation experiments from Tanaka and Kawabe (2006) indicate that the partition ratio 
of Y is about 0.6 times the partition ratio of its geochemical twin Ho. This Y-Ho fractionation was also 
predicted based on EXAFS results by Tanaka et al. (2008), and underlines the important role of 
covalent bonding aspects (Jordan et al., 2011).  
8.4 Mineralogical control by other carbonate minerals 
While partitioning data for dolomite is lacking, high compatibilities are expected since dolomite is 
composed of alternating calcite (CaCO3) and magnesite (MgCO3) layers. In natural systems, limited 
differences in pattern shapes between hydrothermal calcites and dolomites (e.g., Hecht et al., 1999; 
Roberts et al., 2009) suggest that fractionation between these phases is relatively unimportant. In 
carbonatites, calcite was found to contain about 5 times more REEY than associated dolomite crystals, 
with limited REEY fractionation (Dawson and Hinton, 2003). 
Magnesite is thought to reject LREE
3+
 (radius ~100 pm) while more easily accepting HREE
3+
 (radius 
~90 pm) because the Mg
2+
 radius (72 pm) in 6-fold coordination is more similar to the latter (Bau and 
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Möller, 1992; Shannon, 1976). For the same reason, LREE are expected to be less easily accepted than 
HREE in the ankerite structure (CaFe(CO3)2), which commonly occurs as a solid solution with 
dolomite. A similar reasoning could be made for carbonates with Fe (67 pm) and Mn (61 pm) such as 
siderite (FeCO3) and rodochrosite (MnCO3) (Bau & Möller, 1992; Shannon, 1976). However, in light 
of the EXAFS evidence for the modification of Ca sites by REEY (Curti et al., 2005; Elzinga et al., 
2002), mineralogical control by other carbonate phases requires confirmation by experimental studies.  
 
9. Coprecipitation  
9.1 Apatite  
The REEY concentrations in natural apatites are generally significantly higher than those in associated 
dolomites, e.g., by a factor ~100 (Banner et al., 1988). Calcite and apatite coprecipitating from 
carbonatitic magmas give much lower apparent apatite/calcite partition ratios, declining from about 4 
for the LREE to about 2.5 for the HREE (Dawson and Hinton, 2003). Unlike calcite, apatite contains 
two different Ca sites with radii of 106 and 118 pm respectively (Hughes et al., 1989). This has 
important implications for Eu
2+
 incorporation, as the radius of the larger site and Eu
2+
 is near-identical, 
resulting in high partition ratios for divalent europium in apatite. 
9.2 Monazite-Ce and allanite-Ce 
Both monazite-Ce and allanite-Ce contain REE as major elements in their crystal lattice and are 
strongly LREE-selective in magmatic systems (Mahood and Hildreth, 1983; Yurimoto et al., 1990). 
Because of this, these minerals are thus expected to significantly lower the availability of LREE 
during coprecipitation. Igneous allanite-Ce can be depleted in LREE during equilibration with fluor-
rich hydrothermal fluids (Wood and Ricketts, 2000). In this case, close association with secondary 
precipitates such as fluorite, thorianite and a REE-phosphate indicates limited mobilization (µm-
scale), owing to the low solubility of the alteration products. Nonetheless, there are indications that 
REEY contained in allanite-Ce can be remobilized over much larger distances (tens of meters) by 
hydrothermal fluids around volcanogenic massive sulfide deposits (Genna et al., 2014).  Because both 
monazite-Ce and  allanite-Ce contain REEY as major elements and are strongly LREE selective, 
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coprecipitation with these minerals strongly influences the REEY availability for hydrothermal 
carbonate minerals.Post-depositional modifications 
The preservation of the primary REEY signature in hydrothermal carbonates is a prerequisite to 
deduce the REEY budget and the physicochemical properties of their parental fluid. However, 
secondary processes such as recrystallization and alteration by post-depositional fluids can disturb the 
pristine trace element and isotopic composition of hydrothermal carbonates. Carbonates deposited in 
shallow marine and continental environments are susceptible to REEY signature modification by 
meteoric and diagenetic fluids (e.g., Zhao and Zheng, 2013). Recrystallization during dolomitization 
only seems to affect carbonate REEY distribution on a small scale (Banner et al., 1988; Hecht et al., 
1999). Nonetheless, super-imposed concentration variations in the redox-sensitive REE, in 
combination with a general increase of ∑REE, have been successfully used to proxy influx of post-
depositional fluids of contrasting Eh-pH conditions compared to the initial hydrothermal fluids 
(Spangenberg and Fontboté, 1995).  
Calculations from Banner et al. (1988) suggested that extremely high water/rock ratios (> 10
5
) are 
needed to alter carbonate REEY signatures by diagenetic fluids, while for Sr this can be as low as 30. 
Nd-Sr data on hydrothermal veins confirm that Sr is indeed more easily reset than Nd (Barker et al., 
2009; Van Wilderode et al., 2015). However, the diagenetic fluid from Banner et al. (1988) contained 
~200 times less Nd than seawater, with a Nd/Ca ratio ~700 that is times lower (Bau et al., 1997; 
Turekian, 1968). Therefore, most hydrothermal brines require significantly lower fluid rock ratios to 
alter the Nd signature. This might account for the variable resetting of Nd in the study from Barker et 
al. (2009). Nonetheless, successful Sm-Nd dating on carbonates demonstrates that Nd is not always 
reset in hydrothermal systems (Henjes-Kunst et al., 2014; Oberthür et al., 2009).  
Depending on the saturation of calcite and REEY in the interacting fluid, interaction follows different 
scenarios. Interaction with calcite-supersaturated fluids essentially leads to calcite overgrowths 
(section 9). Therefore, we will focus here on interaction with calcite-undersaturated fluids. In this case, 
the most mobile REEY are expected to be preferentially removed by the fluid, generally in the order: 
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Eu
2+ 
>> LREE
3+ 
> or < HREE
3+
 >> Ce
4+
. Furthermore, Y
3+
 is more mobile than Ho
3+
 in the presence of 
F
-
 or Fe-Mn oxyhydroxides (Bau et al., 1996; Bau and Dulski, 1996, 1999). The relative mobility of 
LREE versus HREE depends on their speciation in the fluid. For instance, in fluids where Cl
-
 or F
-
 
complexes dominate REEY speciation, transport capacities for the LREE are higher than for HREE 
(Migdisov et al., 2009), and vice versa for fluids dominated by CO3
2+
 or OH
-
 complexes (Haas et al., 
1995). Since calcite dissolution increases the pH of the fluid and releases CO3
2-
 (equations 5, 6), this 
favors preferential HREE removal by the fluid. The REEY loss or gain is hard to predict, as it depends 
on whether the Ca/REEY ratio removed by the undersaturated fluid is higher or lower than in the 
unaltered precipitate, respectively.  
 
Ultimately, the REEY signature change during post-depositional interaction depends on the mineral 
stability during remobilization, the transport capacities of the interacting fluid, its saturation state for 
each individual REEY, and the degree of equilibration during interaction. Detailed petrographic 
studies are essential, as they provide clues for multiple growth events or recrystallization. For instance, 
a change in cathodoluminescence color can indicate variations in redox-sensitive elements such as Fe 
and Mn, or REEY, since the lanthanoids also activate luminescence.  
In practice, the effects of post-depositional processes can be estimated by systematically comparing 
carbonate signatures with different degrees of inferred post-depositional modification. In the presence 
of F
-
 or Fe-Mn oxy-hydroxides, these effects could be monitored by variations in Y/Ho ratios. For 
highly oxidizing supergene fluids, REEY loss or gain can be monitored by increase or decrease of the 
Ce/Ce*N ratio, respectively.  
 
10. Summary and application of the source-sink system 
In this section, several flow charts are provided that summarize the hydrothermal geochemistry of the 
REEY discussed in previous sections (Figs. 8-10), before several examples are discussed which 
illustrate REEY interpretation in specific cases. While the diagrams cover the main processes that 
govern REEY pattern evolution from source to sink, the diagrams are by no means intended to be 
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exhaustive. Furthermore, the specifics of the studied hydrothermal systems may demand a 
modification of the approach. Nonetheless, the general concepts portrayed by these diagrams can 
facilitate interpretation of REEY patterns. While the complex interaction between processes 
commonly precludes identification of the role of individual processes (Figs. 8-10), the resulting 
pattern characteristics give an indication of the dominant processes.  
The flow charts are designed to back-track the REEY composition towards the source-inherited 
characteristics, starting with the composition of the precipitated carbonate minerals. Firstly, the REEY 
fractionation between the measured REEY composition and the ‗parental fluid‘ composition is 
considered. We define the parental fluid as the entire fluid volume from which the analyzed crystals 
and coprecipitating phases originated. This parental fluid thus contains all REEY atoms that were 
distributed between the complexes that were retained in the fluid, the analyzed carbonate minerals and 
the coprecipitating phases. In the second part, the effects of the REEY fractionating processes 
operating along the fluid pathway are estimated. Once these effects are stripped from the parental fluid 
composition, the corrected patterns can be compared with the source composition. The flow charts 
thus consist of three main parts: 
I. At the deposit site, the effects of mineralogical control, coprecipitation, fluid retention and 
sometimes post-depositional remobilization are assessed to recalculate the parental fluid composition. 
Potential coprecipitating phases are readily apparent from petrographical information, while 
temperature constraints and constraints on the fluid composition give an indication of the main 
complexes, and the expected redox state of Eu.  
 
II. Starting from the estimated parental fluid composition, the main processes along the fluid pathway 
from source to deposit site can be estimated, taking into account the range of possible inherited 
characteristics, and the inferred main complexes. Where the fluid pathway is not exposed, Rayleigh 
fractionation can only be deduced from its effect on the pattern characteristics of the parental fluid 
versus the range of possible inherited values.  
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III. In the lower part, a range of possible inherited source characteristics is given in terms of pattern 
shape ratios, Eu/Eu*N, Ce/Ce*N and Y/Ho values. Usually, it is not possible to trace the values back to 
the sources, with the exception of Eu anomalies in low temperature fluids, and sometimes Y/Ho 
values. However, as discussed in chapters 3 and 4, the range of potential inherited values is quite 
limited for many REEY characteristics. 
 
 The application of these schemes is illustrated for a number of examples covering formation 
temperatures from near ambient calcite coatings to temperatures associated with greenschist 
metamorphism (~400-450°C). The main relevant characteristics for each example are presented in 
Table 4, along with representative REEY ratios for each pattern type within a study area. PAAS is 
chosen as the reference composition for all examples to maintain consistency and because this is the 
most widely used for normalization, although it is not necessarily the most suitable reference 
composition. 
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10.1 A fictional example 
As an introduction to the backtracking process, the following example is shown in Table 4 and Figure 
11. This fictional calcite coprecipitated with monazite in fractures at the border of a granite pluton, and 
Mn-hydroxides are rimming some of the fractures along the pathway. Fluid inclusion evidence in the 
form of the salinity-salt composition and crush leach data indicates that mineralization occurred at 
temperatures around 180°C from a seawater-like fluid that interacted with the granite pluton. 
The calcite has a strong LREE depletion (La/SmN 0.02) and moderate MREE-HREE fractionation 
(Dy/YbN 0.50), at relatively low concentration levels (∑REE 15 ppm). The pattern shape flow chart 
(Fig. 8) indicates that LREE/MREEN and MREE/HREEN ratios in the parental fluid were likely 
higher, considering the preferential LREE (and MREE) uptake by monazite. Nonetheless, 
mineralogical control by calcite would still result in higher ratios compared to the remaining fluid, 
depending on the open or closed nature of the system. Coprecipitation with monazite would also 
account for the relatively low ∑REE of 10 ppm in calcite, although this also depends on the open or 
closed nature of the system, and the REEY/Ca ratio in the parental fluid. 
Along the short fluid pathway, Cl and F are likely transport agents, and these complexes form more 
stable complexes with the LREE, reducing the activity of the free or weakly bound REE ions, and thus 
increasing the transport capacity of the fluid, mainly for the LREE. Therefore, the source-inherited 
LREE/MREEN ratio could be somewhat lower than in the parental fluid. 
The high Y/Ho ratio (30) despite the mineralogical preference for Ho by calcite (Fig. 9) could reflect 
preferential REE uptake by sorption to Mn-hydroxides observed along the pathway, which would also 
preferentially incorporate Ce, implying that Ce/Ce*N value inherited from the source is higher than 
0.50 (Fig. 9). Even so, the adjusted Ce/Ce*N ratio of the calcite (>0.50) is still more easily reconciled 
with inheritance from an oxidizing seawater fluid, rather than a magmatic fluid of pure granitic origin. 
Low mineralization temperatures imply that Eu was trivalent in the fluid. Under these conditions, it is 
not significantly fractionated from the neighboring REE during fluid transport and calcite 
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precipitation. Consequently, the observed negative Eu anomaly (Eu/Eu*N 0.8) is then directly inherited 
from the sources (Fig. 10), in this case a marine fluid and the reactive granite composition. 
10.2 Calcite coatings in Laxemar, Sweden (≤50 °C) 
In Laxemar, calcite coatings are present on fracture walls in crystalline rocks (Table 4; Fig. 12A; 
Maskenskaya et al., 2015). The calcites likely precipitated in equilibrium with low-temperature fluids 
(≤ 50 °C) within the last 10 million years. Earlier fracture phases precipitated at higher temperatures 
and are mineralogically complex and contain epidote, phyllosilicates, Fe-Mn oxyhydroxides and REE 
carbonates as the main REE carriers. The parental fluids for the most recent precipitates are seawater 
and meteoric water, percolating into the granitic, quartz monzonitic and gabbroitic host rocks (Table 4; 
Mathurin et al., 2014). The major and trace element composition of the present-day groundwater is 
also available, including the REEY (Mathurin et al., 2014). Since the latter is likely a good proxy for 
paleo-groundwater compositions, it provides an excellent starting point for a source-sink approach. 
Currently, fluids in Laxemar show fairly flat REEY patterns when normalized over PAAS, with slight 
LREE depletions in fracture water and small LREE enrichment in regolith waters (Mathurin et al., 
2014). Speciation calculations indicate that LREE are dominantly contained in humic substances 
(~70%), carbonates (~20%) and minor aqueous, chloride and sulfide complexes (~10%), whereas 
HREE are almost exclusively contained in humic substances (>90%) and minor carbonates (<10%). 
The latter indicates that humic substances are strongly HREE selective (Fig. 8). 
The calcite coatings contain highly variable REE concentrations with ∑REE differences over three 
orders of magnitude. Their total REE content can be extremely high, up to 2300 ppm ∑REE, despite 
precipitating from fluids with low REE transport capacities. Mg-rich acicular calcites are restricted to 
the upper 260 m and generally show less REE fractionation. Most coatings show pronounced LREE-
enriched patterns when normalized over PAAS ( Fig. 12A), and this is most pronounced in a subset of 
the blocky calcites, both at shallow depths (<260 m) and deeper in the succession. The high 
concentrations can be linked to Ca-poor fluids and limited REE/Ca decrease in the fluids during 
precipitation of the small coatings. The LREE enrichment can partly be explained by precipitation 
from fluids wherein Ca availability limits the calcite precipitation (Fig. 8; Bau & Möller, 1992). The 
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HREE are then retained in stable humic substances and CO3
2-
 complexes, which are the dominant REE 
transporting species at the inferred mineralization conditions (Mathurin et al., 2014). The LREE-
selectivity of calcite would then further amplify this trend (Fig. 8), as long as crystallization occurs in 
an open system that allows maintaining high REE/Ca ratios in the fluid during precipitation. Under 
such conditions, a positive relation is expected between La/LuN ratio of the coatings and their total 
REE concentrations. Conversely a negative correlation between ∑REE and the incompatible element 
Sr is expected. Neither is observed, indicating that mineralogical control alone cannot account for the 
LREE-enrichment. Therefore, it seems that complexation-driven fractionation by carbonate species 
and humic substances is the dominant process causing the LREE enrichment in the precipitates. The 
flatter patterns in the acicular coatings are likely related to precipitation from more HREE-enriched 
marine waters, likely containing less humic substances. While this is supported by their high Mg-
content, these coatings did not inherit a negative Ce anomaly characteristic for seawater-derived fluids 
(Fig. 9). Average Pr/Pr*N values around 0.85 (Table 4) indicate a positive La anomaly, rather than a 
negative Ce anomaly (Fig. 12A). This feature is likely inherited from the parental fluids, where it 
likely results from different speciation for La compared to the other REE, with less stable complexes 
resulting in increased availability during crystallization. 
At near-ambient precipitation temperatures, Eu is exclusively trivalent, and the Eu anomalies are 
directly inherited from the source fluids and the solid source area (Fig. 10). The measured Eu/Eu*N 
values are variable (Table 4), and on average slightly above unity, as would be expected by direct 
inheritance from marine fluids compared to PAAS (marine Eu/Eu*N ~1.2). Slightly lower Eu/Eu*N 
values (~0.7-1.0) and occasionally higher values of ~1.5-2 likely reflect REE addition by granitic or 
gabbroitic basement rocks respectively (Fig. 10).  
Data from current groundwater compositions allowed Maskenskaya et al. (2015) to back-calculate the 
paleo-groundwater compositions. On average, calculated La/YbN ratios were similar to current values, 
yet extended one order of magnitude below and above the current range. Maskenskaya et al. (2015) 
point out that discrepancies can result from the colloidal REE fraction, included in the groundwater 
analyses (Mathurin et al., 2014), yet most likely unavailable for incorporation in calcite. Additionally, 
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the concentration-dependent partition ratios from Zhong & Mucci (1995) at REE concentrations of 11 
ppm are likely inappropriate for the studied groundwater concentrations. Nonetheless, average back-
calculated La/YbN ratios are remarkably similar to current groundwater compositions. Moreover, 
back-calculated La/Ca and Yb/Ca ratios appear strongly influenced by carbonate speciation, 
confirming the crucial role of carbonate complexes during REE sequestration at low temperatures. 
10.3 Base metal mineralization at Dikulushi, DR Congo (<100-200 °C) 
The Congolese Dikulushi deposit is characterized by a two-phase base metal - Cu-Ag sulfide 
mineralization hosted by Neoproterozoic sedimentary rocks, with quartz and calcite or dolomite as the 
main gangue minerals. This deposit was intensely studied using petrography, fluid inclusions, Cu and 
Pb isotopes, making it a suitable test case for a REEY-based study. Fluid inclusion data indicates that 
the Cu-Pb-Zn-Fe mineralization at Dikulushi originated from a high saline - medium temperature 
H2O-CaCl2-NaCl fluid (20-25 wt% NaCl eq.; 100-200°C; Haest et al., 2009a). A second Cu-Ag 
mineralization is interpreted as a remobilization of the first phase, whereby mineralization results from 
mixing of a moderately saline fluid (>19 wt% NaCl eq.) with a low salinity fluid (3 wt% NaCl eq.) in 
approximate thermal equilibrium with their host rocks at ~ 65 °C (Haest et al., 2009a). The 
mineralizing fluids are thus most likely derived from evaporated seawater or re-dissolution of crustal 
evaporites, which consecutively interacted with the Katanga basin sediments, mafic intrusions into 
these sediments, and potentially the underlying Proterozoic basement (e.g.., Van Wilderode et al., 
2015). Lead isotope ratios are heterogeneous and indicate distinct solid source areas with incomplete 
mixing between the endmember compositions (Haest et al., 2010). Finally, Cu isotope ratios vary with 
the depth from the surface and the distance to the center of the deposit, indicating supergene 
remobilization (Haest et al., 2009b). 
Mineralization temperatures below 200°C imply that Eu was trivalent during hydrothermal transport. 
This considerably simplifies interpretation of the Eu anomalies, since Eu is then mostly trivalent and 
not significantly fractionated from the neighboring REE (Fig. 10). Consequently, the observed 
anomalies are directly inherited from their sources. Variable Eu/Eu*N ratios between 0.5 and 1.8 in the 
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calcites (Table 4) thus indicate equilibration with different source areas, in accordance with the large 
heterogeneity in observed Pb-isotope compositions (Haest et al., 2010).  
Calcite and dolomite Pr/Pr* ratios around unity in combination with Ce/Ce*N values of 0.7-0.9 
indicate positive La anomalies (Table 4; Bau and Dulski, 1996). This suggests a limited role for Fe-
Mn oxyhydroxides and indicates that Ce was trivalent during mobilization. The measured Y/Ho mass 
ratios of 22-23 are around 0.9 times the PAAS ratio. Partition ratios from Tanaka and Kawabe (2006) 
indicate that calcite prefers Ho over Y by a factor of ~1.66. Assuming that the carbonates crystallized 
in an open system with continuous replenishment, this corresponds to Y/Ho ratios up to 1.6 times the 
PAAS-value, constraining a maximum estimate for the parental fluid ratio. While the real value is 
likely lower, values above unity can be realistically assumed. Such values indicate F-complexation 
driven Y-enrichment or preferential HREE-sorption to Fe-Mn oxides (Fig. 9). However, the lack of 
negative Ce anomalies is inconsistent with sorption to Fe-Mn phases. Moreover, the Y/Ho and Ce/Ce* 
ratios are not correlated. Post-depositional lanthanoid enrichment in oxidizing conditions would also 
lead to negative Ce anomalies, and possibly modify Y-Ho ratios, depending on the mobilization 
conditions (Fig. 8).  
The ∑REE-values in the calcite and dolomite precipitates associated with the Cu-Pb Zn mineralization 
vary between 94 and 757 ppm. The calcite associated with the Cu-Ag mineralization contains less 
REE (∑REE ~60 ppm, Table 4). The observed concentrations are relatively elevated for hydrothermal 
carbonates, indicating parental fluids with high REE/Ca ratios, especially in the calcites associated 
with the base metal mineralization. Partition ratios similar to those in seawater would translate to 
average REE/Ca ratios around 10-80 times higher than seawater, even though the expected Ca-content 
in crustal fluids is much higher, likely at the percentage-level (Table 1). Such high concentrations 
favor crystallization in an open system, as closed systems would experience a rapid decline in fluid 
REE/Ca ratios due to rapid preferential REE uptake by calcite. 
Calcite and dolomite REEY patterns associated with the base metal and Cu-Ag mineralization are sub-
parallel (Fig. 12B), with upwards convex to square-root shapes when normalized over the Upper 
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Continental Crust composition (Debruyne et al., 2013). The carbonates display a strong LREE 
depletion (La/SmN ~0.06), generally associated with a HREE depletion (Dy/YbN ~1.6; Table 4). The 
LREE depletion is more pronounced for the dolomites than for the calcites, which could reflect 
mineralogical control. The upwards convex pattern observed can be inherited from the primary fluids 
and crustal sources, subsequently modified Rayleigh fractionation of REEY-bearing minerals, sorption 
and complexation-induced REEY fractionation along the fluid pathway. At the deposition site, REEY 
can also be fractionated by retention in fluid complexes and incorporation in coprecipitating minerals 
(Fig. 8), in this case mainly galenite, sphalerite and quartz. The upwards convex shapes (Fig. 12B) are 
reminiscent of easily leachable REEY content in silicate sources, albeit with a more pronounced 
LREE depletion. The pronounced LREE depletion is a fairly common characteristic of hydrothermal 
carbonates (Bau and Möller, 1992; Wagner et al., 2010). Unless the reactive source composition is 
extremely LREE-depleted, this suggests that LREE depletion by LREE-retention in stable complexes 
at the deposition site or by Rayleigh fractionation of LREE-selective minerals (e.g., calcite, monazite) 
along the pathway are dominant processes (Fig. 8). Rayleigh fractionation alone would result in a 
relative HREE-enrichment, whereas flat to depleted HREE patterns are more common in Dikulushi 
(Fig. 12B). The HREE depletion could be a source characteristic, as the smaller HREE are retained in 
stable minerals (e.g., zircon; cf. Lüders et al., 1993). HREE are generally more compatible than LREE 
and thus preferably retained in the solids (cf. Shibata et al., 2006).  
10.4 Volcanogenic massive sulfide deposits: Bracemac-McLeod (250-300 °C) 
Volcanogenic massive sulfide (VMS) deposits provide a unique opportunity to study REEY mass 
transfer along the entire pathway, since these deposits are closely associated with their sources. The 
example below is based on an exemplary REEY study from Genna et al. (2014), translated to a 
process-centered approach, while highlighting a few additional aspects. The 2.7 Ga old Bracemac and 
McLeod deposits in the Matagami mining camp (Canada) are hosted by an andesitic tuff. The host tuff 
is underlain by a thick rhyolitic volcanite, crosscut by several gabbroitic dykes in the vicinity of the 
deposits. A large sericitization zone (~250°C) surrounds the mineralization and is overprinted by a 
chloritization (~300 °C) associated with a Zn-Cu-Ag mineralization. The alteration zones around this 
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VMS deposit is characterized by REEY remobilization, with varying LREE enrichments and 
depletions on scales of tens to hundreds of meters (Genna et al., 2014). The mineralizing fluids were 
likely modified Archean seawater (Genna et al., 2014). The main solid source area during water-rock 
interaction for this subseafloor replacement mineralization is most likely the Watson Lake Rhyolite, in 
combination with gabbroitic dykes, the Bracemac Rhyolite and the unaltered tuffite. While the glassy 
matrix of the source area is currently completely replaced by secondary minerals, it was possibly still 
present during mineralization, and all REEY contained in glass phases are expected to be released 
congruently (Möller and Giese, 1997). 
 
Genna et al. (2014) combined whole rock REEY analyses of altered and unaltered andesitic host rock 
with LA-ICP-MS analyses of hydrothermal disseminated and vein calcite, rare ankerite associated 
with sulfide ores, finely disseminated fluor – (hydroxy-) apatite in the chloritized zone and primary or 
hydrothermal allanite. The unaltered host tuff outside the mineralized zone is used as a reference 
composition for REEY depletion and alteration around the deposits. Interestingly, this deposit was 
generated prior to significant oxygenation of the atmosphere (Holland, 2006), thus Ce was likely 
exclusively trivalent and hence not fractionated from the other REE during mineralization. Hence, any 
deviations likely reflect superimposed processes that occurred much later. Average Ce/Ce*N values 
between 0.87 and 1.02 (Table 4) indeed closely correspond to the current host and source rock ratios 
(0.91-1.04), confirming that they are directly inherited.  
Y/Ho mass ratios in all carbonate phases are similar to the source and unaltered host ratios (27-29), 
while the apatites have slightly lower ratios of ~24 (Table 4; Genna et al., 2014). Mineralogical control 
by calcite and apatite (Bea et al., 1994) likely suppressed Y incorporation relative to Ho. Preferential 
Y complexation by fluorine would result in a Y/Ho increase along the fluid pathway (Fig. 9). There 
are no indications for a contribution from a F-rich magmatic fluid, but F could have been derived 
locally from sericite breakdown, and there is evidence for F-rich fluids in the form of fluorapatite 
(Genna et al., 2014). The lack of anomalously high Y/Ho ratios could reflect Y retention in F-rich 
parental fluids, in combination with suppression of mineralogical control in a relatively open system.. 
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The inherited Eu/Eu*N values from the rhyolitic source area are likely below unity with PAAS as 
reference composition, while anorthoclase-rich mafic units likely provide higher Eu/Eu*N during 
albitization and sericitization (Fig. 10). Nonetheless, hydrothermal vent fluids are typically 
characterized by high Eu/Eu*N ratios (e.g., Craddock et al., 2010), and this reflects Eu enrichment 
associated with preferential transport in strong Eu
2+
Cl complexes (Fig. 10). The expected enrichment 
is indeed preserved in the pronounced positive Eu anomalies in the ankerites and disseminated 
calcites, and especially in the Eu
2+
-selective apatites (Table 4). Mineralogical control by calcite and 
ankerite explains the lower Eu/Eu*N values, especially in combination with coprecipitating apatite. On 
average, the vein calcites show lower Eu/Eu*N values than the unaltered host (Genna et al., 2014). 
Furthermore, vein calcites with higher average REEY concentrations tend to have lower Eu/Eu*N, 
while the highest values are restricted to veins with lower REEY content. The latter vein calcites have 
highly variable Eu/Eu*N ratios. Similar tendencies can be observed in the disseminated calcite and 
ankerite, also when the three cement types are plotted together. This could indicate lower Eu/Eu*N in 
parental fluids with higher ∑REE/Ca or that REEY-rich veins crystallized in more open systems with 
continuous REEY supply. Alternatively, the higher concentrations could be related to Cl-rich fluids 
with higher total REEY concentrations, wherein stable Eu(II)Cl complexes diminish the availability of 
Eu
2+
 during precipitation. 
Although hydrothermal vent fluids are typically LREE-enriched (Craddock et al., 2010; Douville et 
al., 1999), disseminated calcites and ankerites are moderately depleted in LREE (Fig. 12C; La/SmN 
~0.09-0.15) compared to the unaltered host and the inferred source area (La/SmN ~0.4-0.8). Similarly, 
vein calcites and apatites are weakly LREE depleted. This likely reflects coprecipitation in equilibrium 
with the strongly LREE-selective allanite. The vein calcites also show a stronger HREE depletion 
(Dy/YbN ~3.4) compared to the unaltered host and source area (Dy/YbN ~ 0.8-1.2). The latter could 
indicate a more open system with a stronger mineralogical control. This is corroborated by a tendency 
towards higher ∑REE and lower Eu/Eu*N values in vein calcites with more pronounced HREE 
fractionation. 
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10.5 Multiphase stratiform Cu-Co mineralization at Nkana (≤200-450 °C) 
The Central African Copperbelt contains numerous sediment-hosted Cu-Co deposits which 
experienced multi-stage mineralization (Muchez et al., 2010). This final example intends to 
demonstrate that superposition of several stages following different pathways with different 
physicochemical conditions considerably complicates interpretation of REEY signatures. 
The Zambian Nkana-Mindola deposit is one of the larger, well-studied deposits in the Central African 
Copperbelt and is currently mined along a 14 km long transect. Mineralization occurred in multiple 
phases. The layer parallel veins record supra-lithostatic pressures at the onset of basin inversion during 
the ~590-530 Ma Lufilian orogeny (Selley et al., 2005). The mineralizing fluids were originally 
seawater-derived, infiltrating lagoonal brines or crustal fluids re-dissolving evaporate layers; and the 
fluids likely became less oxidizing at the later mineralization stages (Eglinger et al., 2013). Based on 
Nd isotope data (Van Wilderode et al., 2015) and the current metallogenetic models, the local 
basement and the overlying sediments constitute the most likely solid source area. Primary or 
hydrothermal apatite (<20µm) of uncertain paragenetic affinity occurs disseminated throughout the 
host rock (Brems et al., 2009), and could represent an important potential coprecipitating phase at 
some stages. The earliest mineralization phases occur in nodules, fibrous and non-fibrous layer-
parallel dolomite veins At this stage, fluid migration is thought to be dominantly lateral, originating 
from the deeper parts of the Katanga sedimentary basin, potentially with a contribution from the 
underlying basement (Muchez et al., 2010). Isotopic evidence indicates that irregular veins reflect 
remobilization during the Lufilian deformation of previously layer-parallel veins (Brems et al., 2009). 
Finally, different sets of relatively undeformed cleavage-discordant veins crosscut all earlier 
mineralization phases. First appearances of anhydrite, carrolite, pentlandite ± molybdenite in these 
veins indicate that they represent a new fluid input, likely originating from the underlying basement 
(Muchez et al. 2010). Nonetheless, Nd isotopic compositions of gangue carbonates associated with the 
mineralization are identical in all mineral phases at Nkana (Van Wilderode et al., 2015). Tremolite and 
talc porphyroblasts grew syn- to post-kinematic to the cleavage discordant mineralization phases and 
constrain greenschist facies temperature conditions of ≥400 °C. 
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Despite precipitating from ligand-rich brines at elevated temperatures, REEY concentrations in the 
Nkana carbonates are only 5 to 7 times higher than in marine carbonates (e.g., Webb and Kamber, 
2000). This can be attributed to significantly higher Ca concentrations in crustal brines (Table 1), 
which signifcantly lowers the REE/Ca ratios in the parental fluids. Five main pattern types are 
distinguished in Table 4 and Fig. 12D: upwards convex patterns in nodule and veins with fibrous 
dolomites (Type I), ramp-flat to slightly rising patterns in layer parallel veins with blocky dolomites 
(Type II), log-linear increasing patterns in calcites and dolomites from most cleavage-discordant veins 
(Type III), a small subset of dolomites from cleavage-discordant veins with log-linear increasing 
LREE and flat MREE/HREE transects (Type IV) and finally REEY-rich calcites with ramp-flat 
shaped patterns (Type X). 
The HREE enrichment in Type III (Fig. 12D) could in principle be directly inherited from mineral-
rock equilibria (Fig. 8). HREE-enriched granites are indeed known in the basement below the 
Zambian Copperbelt (Katongo et al., 2004). However, there is no empirical evidence for such HREE-
enriched fluids originating from fluid-rock equilibria. At the slightly acidic pH expected in NaCl rich 
mineralizing fluids equilibrating with country rocks (Muchez and Corbella, 2012), the HREE-selective 
OH
-
 and CO3
2-
 are likely not the main REE transporting species. Complexation-driven fractionation 
therefore also seems unlikely. Nonetheless, preferential LREE retention in Cl (±F) complexes during 
precipitation likely contributed to the relative HREE enrichment. However, stability constants are 
similar for all HREE, and therefore, this process does not account for the progressive HREE 
enrichment. Sorption is expected to preferentially remove HREE, but is less prominent at high 
temperatures. At the crystallization site, CO3
2-
 activity is likely high and an incorporation step 
involving REECO3
-
 complexes would likely result in a HREE enrichment. However, this process 
would always operate for hydrothermal carbonates, while the HREE enrichment is more prominent 
than in other veins. By elimination, the only processes that could account for the HREE enrichment 
are remobilization and Rayleigh fractionation of a LREE-selective mineral phase. Interestingly, both 
calcite and dolomite exhibit Type III patterns, indicating that differences due to mineralogical control 
between these minerals are limited here. Nonetheless, the Type X calcites that occur as infill in 
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intensely silicified parts of the shale host record the highest REEY concentrations and have high 
La/SmN ratios (0.27). The volumetrically minor equidimensional cleavage-discordant veins lack the 
distinctive HREE enrichment. Absence of associated ore minerals suggest less pervasive fluid flow 
compared to the other cleavage-discordant veins. This indicates crystallizing in a system with a more 
closed nature, in accordance with their positive Eu anomalies and lower REE concentrations.   
The earliest mineralization phases, nodules and layer parallel veins with fibrous dolomite textures, are 
associated with strong positive Eu anomalies (Type I; Fig. 12D). The presence of synkinematic 
bitumen suggests temperatures in the range of the oil window, thus below 200°C. The pronounced 
positive Eu anomalies (Eu/Eu*N 2.8) are then directly inherited from the sources. Alternatively, the Eu 
enrichment could represent a ‗fossil‘ Eu anomaly resulting from preferential complexation of Eu2+ by 
Cl complexes in a high-temperature part of the pathway (cf. Bau et al., 2010). Conversely, layer-
parallel veins with blocky dolomites (Type II) and cleavage-discordant veins (Type III, >400°C) 
display pronounced negative Eu anomalies, unlike the Type IV cleavage-discordant veins (Fig. 12D). 
The negative Eu anomalies do not preclude parental fluids with pronounced positive Eu anomalies, 
since Eu
2+
 behaves incompatibly during crystallization and is likely retained in stable Cl complexes at 
high temperatures in open systems. Additionally, the incompatible, fluid-mobile divalent Eu could be 
preferentially removed during recrystallization in equilibrium with subsequent fluid pulses. The 
positive anomalies in a subset of cleavage-discordant veins could be related to a less pronounced open 
system character (Fig. 7), or lower [REE] in the fluid due to lower Cl activity, as indicated by REE 
concentrations that are 3 to 4 times lower.  
Actual Ce anomalies are restricted to the layer-parallel veins with fibrous texture (Type I), as these are 
the only carbonates that show elevated Pr/Pr* values (~1.1, Table 4). Remobilization in oxidizing 
conditions is unlikely to explain the observed Ce anomalies, since the mineralization is hosted in 
siltstones rich in reducing organic matter. Furthermore, while the mineralizing fluids likely 
equilibrated with more oxidized layers along the fluid pathway (Hitzman et al., 2010), the tetravalent 
fraction of Ce, which is preferentially retained in Fe-Mn oxides, was likely small or nonexistent. 
Assuming ideal open system crystallization in combination with the partition ratios from Tanaka and 
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Kawabe (2006), the carbonate Y/HoN ratios correspond to 1.4-1.9 Y/HoN in the parental fluids, similar 
to the oxidizing seawater composition (Bau et al., 1997). The elevated Y/Ho ratios in the fluids could 
be directly inherited from seawater-derived crustal fluids, result from complexation-driven 
fractionation by F species or through preferential Ho sorption to Fe-Mn oxyhydroxides (Fig. 9). The 
relative importance of these processes remains ambiguous. 
The REEY signatures in the Nkana dolomites and calcites document a fluid evolution from low-
temperature conditions towards greenschist facies conditions. Some dolomites preserved signatures 
and textures developed early on (Type I), while many dolomites re-equilibrated with subsequent fluids 
at greenschist conditions (Type II). The distinctive patterns of the most recent, cleavage-discordant 
calcites and dolomites (Type III) are observed along the entire deposit, and indicate similar 
physicochemical conditions and processes along the ~14 km long area, except where fluid flow is 
restricted (Type IV). 
11. Conclusions 
Carbonate minerals are common gangue minerals in hydrothermal ore deposits, where they 
incorporate trace amounts of REEY. Since many hydrothermal processes fractionate the REEY, their 
REEY signatures are widely used as proxies to study ore-forming hydrothermal processes. To track 
the REEY mass transfer during hydrothermal fluid flow, we adopted a process-centered ―source-sink‖ 
approach. This approach is visualized in a number of flow charts that summarize the main 
hydrothermal processes that influence the REEY signatures. Application of this system to four 
concrete examples illustrates that the source-sink approach allows identifying several permissible 
explanations for the observed REEY signatures, including superimposed effects. Backtracking the 
REEY pattern characteristics becomes increasingly difficult when limited constraints from other 
methods are available or when mineralization occurs in several phases. Nonetheless, the normalized 
pattern shape, Ce/Ce*N and Eu/Eu*N anomalies in combination with Y/Ho ratios can provide 
information about the main hydrothermal processes prior to deposition. 
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Figure  captions 
 
Fig. 1: Schematic diagram generalizing the hydrothermal REEY mass transfer in a source-sink 
framework, from (I.) the source-inherited features via (II.) the fluid pathway to (III.) the deposit site. 
The numbers indicated next to the reservoirs and the REEY fractionating processes correspond to the 
chapters in the text. The shown patterns are normalized over UCC: Upper Continental Crust (Rudnick 
& Gao, 2003). 
Fig. 2: Overview of commonly used REE reference compositions: Total and Upper Continental Crust 
(Rudnick and Gao, 2003), Post Archean Average Shale (PAAS; Pourmand et al., 2012), North 
American Shale Composition (NASC, Gromet et al., 1984), Mud of Queensland (MUQ; Kamber et al., 
2005) and oxic Mediterranean seawater (Bau et al., 1997); normalized over the chondrite composition 
of Taylor and McLennan (1985).  
Fig. 3: Upper Continental Crust (UCC)-normalized REEY data from several ocean basins. Data from 
De Baar et al. (1985) and Bau et al. (1997). 
Fig. 4: REEY content in magmatic fluid inclusions from the Capitan pluton (Banks et al., 1994), 
normalized over the Upper Continental Crust (UCC). 
Fig. 5: Leaching experiments with cation exchange resin at 70°C showing the easily accessible REE 
content of several granites and gneisses as representative magmatic and high-grade metamorphic 
sedimentary rocks respectively. The granite leachates display a more pronounced Sm-Nd fractionation 
compared to the gneisses. Data from Möller et al. (1997b).Fig. 6: Calculated redox equilibria at pH 3 
for the hematite-magnetite oxygen fugacity (HM) buffer, Fe
2+
/Fe
3+
, Eu
2+
/Eu
3+
 and H2S-SO4 at 50 MPa 
and for Yb
2+
/Yb
3+
 at 100 MPa. Modified from Bau and Möller (1992). 
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Fig. 7. Conceptual model showing steady state REEY/Ca ratios in calcite overgrowths precipitating 
from a oversaturated fluid at two different fluid fluxes, representing an advection- (1) and a diffusion-
dominated system (2), respectively. In both cases, rapid initial calcite growth produces H
+
, and 
decreases the REEY/Ca ratio of the boundary layer since the REEY are highly compatible. The 
decreasing calcite oversaturation then translates in a growth rate decrease (e.g., Reynolds, 1978). 
Eventually a steady state is established in function of the ∆ [H+] and ∆ REEY/Ca gradients, their 
diffusivities and the fluid flux. Oscillation about the steady state due to metastable calcite growth 
could generate highly variable REEY concentrations that are experimentally observed. 
Fig. 8: Flow chart illustrating the main processes influencing the REEY pattern shape along the fluid 
pathway. Pattern shape characteristics with respect to upper crust reference compositions such as UCC 
and PAAS. Abbreviations: humic substances (HS),apatite, (Ap), allanite (Aln), monazite (Mon), 
seawater (SW), light, mid and heavy rare earth elements (LREE, MREE and HREE respectively). See 
text for references. 
Fig. 9: Flow chart illustrating the main processes influencing Ce/Ce*N and Y/HoN along the fluid 
pathway. Relative mobility during remobilization tends to decrease from divalent to tetravalent ions, 
relative LREE-HREE mobility depends on fluid speciation, where Cl
-
 and F
-
 facilitate LREE transport 
and CO3
2-
 and, to a lesser degree, OH- facilitate HREE transport. Y
3+
 is more mobile than Ho
3+
 in the 
presence of F
-
 or Fe-Mn oxides. Valid for crustal and chondrite-based reference compositions. 
Abbreviations: seawater (SW). See text for references. 
Fig. 10: Flow chart illustrating the main processes influencing Eu/EuN* along the fluid pathway. Valid 
for patterns normalized over the UCC, PM and chondrite compositions. When normalized over PAAS, 
values below unity can reflect a reference choice artifact, depending on the source composition. 
Abbreviations: hematite (Hem), magnetite (Mt). See text for references. 
Fig.11: Backtracking of a REEY pattern illustrated for a fictional calcite precipitate discussed in 
section 11.1. The REEY of the parental fluid are contained in the residual fluid, the calcite and  in 
coprecipitating monazite. Subtracting the changes along the fluid pathwaydue to sorption, 
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complexation and precipitation of supersaturated phases finally gives the source-inherited 
characteristics. 
 
Fig. 12: Representative REEY signatures for hydrothermal carbonates from the Laxemar, Dikulushi, 
Bracemac-McLeod and Nkana-Mindola deposits. Patterns normalized over the PAAS composition.  
 
Table Captions 
Table 1: Typical compositions for marine, crustal and magmatic aqueous fluids, including the main 
potential REEY ligands, expressed in ppm or wt. percentage (underlined). 
 
Table 2: Overview of the currently available stability constants for La, Nd and Lu complexes at 
ambient and hydrothermal conditions. Species that tend to be most prominent for each ligand are in 
bold. 
 
Table 3: Overview of monazite solubility studies at hydrothermal and magmatic conditions. 
 
Table 4: Summary of deposit characteristics for the examples discussed in chapter 11, along with 
representative REEY ratios for the discussed calcite and dolomite phases. Typical values and ranges 
for a number of fluids and reservoirs are also given for comparison. Abbreviations: ankerite (ank), 
calcite (cal), dolomite (dol), equigranular (eqg), acicular (acic), humic substances (HS). 
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Table 1: Typical compositions for marine, crustal and magmatic aqueous fluids, including the main potential 
REEY ligands, expressed in ppm or wt. percentage (underlined). 
Type Seawater Crustal fluids Magmatic fluids 
T (°C) -3 30 113 129 220 300 305 320 353 400 >600 450 >550 400 600 
Na 1.08 1.79 2.98 4.57 6.22 5.3 5.46 0.96 17.9 19.6 13 7.8 1.63 3.95 
K 392 140 230 0.71 1.46 1.67 1.16 0.15 6.1 7.5 9.3 3.7 0.42 1.45 
Mg 0.129 117 151 128 0.12 33 639 <4 - - - - 598 121 
Ca 411 2.23 0.15 2.46 4.76 2.74 4.4 0.13 3.1 4.2 - 0.32 0.44 0.96 
Sr 8.1 0.12 272 0.13 0.34 411 0.16 9 - - 46 30 - 175 
Fe 0.0034 - - 0.24 0.29 0.16 2.38 56 - - 17 6.0 0.91 1.2 
Mn 0.0004 - - 248 0.18 0.15 0.33 113 - - 4.4 1.8 934 0.32 
B 4.45 - - 144 156 257 - 6 - - 650 - 623 0.4 
F 13 - - - - - - 0.7 358 0.52 - - 0.15 817 
Cl 1.94 6.54 4.63 7.45 18.74 15.1 21.11 1.89 43 42.8 43 26.6 2.81 10.64 
SO4 0.27 2 18 887 0.22 65 0.12 - 2.1 2.4 - - 0.21 0.61 
H2S - - - 
 
- - - 242 - - - - - - 
HCO3 140 ~61 ~536 - - - - - - - - - - - 
PO4 0.27 - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Ref. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
References. 1: seawater (Turekian, 1968); 2, 3: thermal waters (Land and Macpherson, 1992); 4: Modum Complex, Norway 
(Munz et al., 1995); 5: Pyrenees (McCaig et al., 2000); 6: Salton Sea (Williams and McKibben, 1989); 7: Columbian emerald 
deposits (Banks et al., 2000); 8; Black Smoker Fluid (James et al., 2014), 9; Capitan Pluton (Banks et al., 1994); 10: Mole 
Granite (Audétat et al., 2000; Rankin and Ramsey, 1992); 11: Cornwall granite (Bottrell and Yardley, 1988). 
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Table 2: Overview of the currently available stability constants for La, Nd and Lu complexes at ambient and 
hydrothermal conditions. Species that tend to be most prominent for each ligand are in bold. 
Ligand βx 25°C, 1atm 300°C, Psat 
 EXP HKF EXP 
La Lu La Lu La Nd Lu 
OH- m92 β1 5.34  6.41 9.5  10  8.2  
 β2 9.86  12.65 16  17.5  14.5  
 
β3 14.09  18.14 23  25  20.4  
 
β4 15.14  24.05 26  30    
F- β1 3.85  4.83 8 9  8.18 8.08 6.85 
 β2 6.65  8.44 12  14 - 
 
β3 8.69  11.10 13  15 - 
 
β4 10.35  13.29 9  12 - 
Cl- m92 β1 0.29  -0.03 4 4.59 4.75 2.71 
 β2 -0.03  -0.62 5.5 6.61 5.87 5.16 
 β3 -0.41  -1.20 4 - 
 β4 -0.83  -1.79 1.5 0 - 
HCO3
- m92 β1 2.02  1.90 3.5  3 - 
CO3
2- β1 7.12  8.29 8.75 - 
SO4
2- p74 β1 3.62  3.59 7.7  7.9 
 
≈HKF  
 
β2 1.67  1.79 4.98  2.63 
 
≈HKF  
H2PO4
- m92 β1 2.5  2.3 4 - 
NO3
2- m92 β1 ≈0.6 ≈0.5 - 
Experimental β1 at 25°C from Lee and Byrne (1992),  Millero (1992) and Powell (1974). Experimental HKF stability constants and β2-β4 by 
Haas et al. (1995); β2 SO4 from Wood (1990a). Experimental Nd hydrolysis at 290°C, Psat from Wood et al. (2002) and the Kw values from 
Verma (2003). Experimental Cl and F stability constants extrapolated from experimental data (≤250 °C) using revised HKF parameters by 
Migdisov et al. (2009), experimental SO4 results from Migdisov et al. (2008).  
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Table 3: Overview of monazite solubility studies at hydrothermal and magmatic conditions. 
12.  
13.  
Cetiner 
 et al.,2005 
Poitrasson  
et al., 2004 
Pourtier  
et al., 2010 
Tropper 
 et al., 2011 
Ayers and  
Watson, 1991 
Monazite synthetic synthetic synthetic synthetic natural 
T (°C) 23 
150 
21 
300 
300 
800 
800 
800 
1100 
P (GPa) ~3 10
-6
 
~5 10
-4
 
~3 10
-6
 
~9 10
-3
 
0.2 
0.5 
1 
1 
2.8 
pH  
0-2 2 
1-8 (300°C) 
4-7.5 (650°C) 
4 
(±neutral) 
< 2 
NaCl (m) 0.01 
0.91 
- 
0.2 
2 
0 
55.6 
1 
Pressure effect n.a. n.a. weak weak no 
NaCl effect no (weak 
at 150°C) 
n.a. pronounced 
pronounced 
LREE > HREE 
no 
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Table 4: Summary of deposit characteristics for the examples discussed in chapter 11, along with representative REEY ratios for the discussed calcite and dolomite phases. 
Typical values and ranges for a number of fluids and reservoirs are also given for comparison. Abbreviations: ankerite (ank), calcite (cal), dolomite (dol), equigranular (eqg), 
acicular (acic), humic substances (HS). 
 Pattern/PAAS  
∑REE 
(ppm) 
Example Type T 
(°C) 
Potential 
coprecipitation 
(all stages) 
Source 
fluid 
Potential  
solid sources 
Expected  
main  
complexes 
Stage LREE/ 
MREE 
La/SmN 
LREE/ 
HREE 
La/YbN 
MREE/ 
HREE 
Dy/YbN 
Ce/ 
Ce*N 
Pr/ 
Pr*N 
Eu/ 
Eu*N 
Y/Ho 
mass 
Fictional Introductory  
example 
180 monazite seawater granite Cl, F cal 0.02 0.01 0.5 0.50 1.16 0.8 30 10 
Laxemar 
1 
Fracture 
coatings in 
crystalline 
rocks 
≤50 phyllosilicates, 
Mn oxyhydroxide, 
goethite, 
pyrite 
seawater, 
meteoric 
water 
granites, 
quartz-  
monzonites, 
gabbros 
CO3 
HS 
Eqg. 
Acic. 
14 
3.5 
 
156 
6.8 
 
2.0 
1.4 
 
0.64 
0.76 
 
0.84 
0.85 
 
1.0-1.4 
0.7-1.8 
n.a. 340 
440 
Dikulushi
2 
Vein-type 
 base metal 
mineralization 
in dolomite-
shale host 
100-
200 
~65 
quartz, 
sulfides 
basinal 
brine, 
meteoric 
water 
shale, 
siltstones,  
dolomites 
 
Cl 
F? 
cal 1 
cal 3 
dol 3 
0.14 
0.12 
0.02 
 
0.25 
0.17 
0.03 
1.8 
1.4 
1.6 
0.92 
0.90 
0.70 
1.01 
1.01 
0.83 
0.5-1.8 
0.7-1.5 
0.4 
22.9 
23.8 
23.9 
350 
58 
140 
Bracema
c- 
McLeod3 
Volcanogenic 
Massive 
Sulfide 
250 
300 
apatite, 
allanite, 
quartz, 
sulfides 
Archean 
seawater, 
magmatic 
fluid? 
rhyolites, 
gabbros,  
andesitic tuff 
 
Cl 
F 
ank 
cal 1 
cal 2 
apat 
0.09 
0.15 
0.46 
0.28 
0.10 
0.14 
2.13 
1.51 
 
1.7 
1.4 
3.4 
3.9 
1.02 
0.87 
0.89 
0.99 
0.87 
0.92 
0.97 
0.92 
5.0 
2.8 
1.3 
4.6 
27.8 
29.2 
26.7 
24.8 
32 
52 
311 
2160 
Nkana4 Siltstone-
hosted 
Co±Cu deposit 
≤200- 
450 
apatite, 
quartz, 
sulfides, 
anhydrite 
basinal 
brine 
granites,  
gneisses, 
metagabbros,  
carbonaceous 
 siltstones 
Cl 
F? 
Type I 
Type II 
Type III 
Type IV 
Type X 
0.28 
0.20 
0.20 
0.20 
0.27 
0.58 
0.11 
0.03 
0.08 
0.22 
1.8 
1.1 
0.6 
1.0 
1.0 
0.94 
0.94 
0.93 
0.91 
0.94 
1.08 
0.94 
0.86 
0.99 
0.99 
2.8 
1.3 
0.8 
2.2 
0.6 
22.3 
23.0 
25.3 
25.1 
33.0 
44 
32 
64 
25 
150 
Seawater (oxic) 
Bau et al. (1997)  
0.12 0.15 0.63 0.32 1.22 1.2 46 3E-5 
Seawater (anoxic) 0.48 0.57 0.88 1.83 0.61 0.9 36 9E-5 
Silicate leachates Möller et al. (1997b) 
min 
max 
0.08 
0.59 
1.02 
3.07 
0.11 
0.63 
0.88 
1.06 
0.96 
1.06 
0.2 
4.4 
- 
0.03 
0.33 
Magmatic fluids Banks et al. (1994) 
min 
max 
1.32 
3.25 
1.51 
4.54 
0.89 
1.87 
0.85 
1.00 
0.84 
1.07 
1.0 
2.9 
- 
193 
1290 
1Maskenskaya et al. (2014), 2Haest et al. (2009, 2010), 3Genna et al. (2014) 4, Brems et al. (2009), Muchez et al. (2010). (2), (4) REEYdata from Debruyne et al. (2013), cf. supplementary table A. 
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Highlights 
 Trace REEY in carbonate minerals are proven markers for hydrothermal processes 
 A source-sink system is adopted to conceptualize hydrothermal REEY mass transfer 
 The main REEY fractionating processes are summarized in flow charts 
 Examples illustrate REEY pattern ‘back-tracking’ along the fluid pathways 
 Rayleigh fractionation of carbonate minerals could strongly influence REEY 
 
